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BSNews
IRISH

BUILDING

Domestic Bonanza
for Installers
mestic heating
lers - and of
course the suppliers of
all the necessary
equipment ----:- can look
forward to a substantial
increase in business
following the Bord Gais
~

announcement that
upwards of 6,000 homes
in Dublin alone are to be
connected to the natural
gas grid in the coming
months.
Additionally, a further
1,700 homes will be

Mitsubishi Well not quite. It's
just that Wbirlskey
Refrigeration in
Galway have
installed what is
perhaps the most
westerly Mitsubishi
system in Ireland
o
e island of
nan which is
p
of the Aran
Islands.Wbiriskeys
were Mitsubishi
Electric's air
conditioning dealer
of the year for
1990 and they
have a welldeserved
reputation
stretching far
throughout the
West of Ireland for
the quality of the
total service they
provide. The
installation
referred to here
was a ceiling
casette PLH 3FK
system installed in
the premises of the
famous CarraIg
Donn Sales craft
and knitwear shop
on the island of
Kilronan.
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added in Cork while
homes in Limerick,
Waterford and CLonmel
will be connected up to
the grid for the first
time.

Bord Gais did stress in
making the recent
announcement that
there is a minimum
take-up required in each
non-gas estate to make
the connection viable
but it has unveiled a
promotional programme

Brian McTeman, Group
Regional Director,
Heatmerchants. Brian was
recently appointed to the
Heatmerchants main board
having previously worked with
the company as Regional
Manager.

Next Stop America!
devised to ensure that
this occurs. For
instance, the half-price
gas offer will continue to
be made available to
new subscribers while a
number of special
"packages" have also
been unveiled.
As we went to press both
the contracting and
supply sectors had..been
presented with the
detailed proposals and it
is now hoped that they,
in conjunction with Bord
Gais, can utilise these to
secure continued and
profitable business over
the coming 12 months.

Hello Out There!
Just a reminder to those of
you who seem to have
missed the fact that we have
moved.
Our new address is 5/7
Main Street, Blackrock, Co
Dublin. Tel: 01 - 2885001;
Fax: 01 - 2886966.
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• Incorporating Irish Heating & Ventilating
News.
Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
enVIronmental Industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
ineers (CIBSE);
Mechanical Engineering & Building
Services Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology AssociatIOn
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.

In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or Involvement in the industry.
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Pressure of space necessitated that this month's
Advance Sales Leads be held over for the July issue.
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Season Control
Wins Pall
Pall, the Italian specialist
duct manufacturers with
over a quarter of a century
of design and production
experience, have appointed
Season Control Ltd as sole
distributor for the 32
counties of Ireland.
The Pall ducting system
allows the installer to
assemble and install any
type of duct work without
the need of duct
specialists.
Aluminum-insulated
ducting by Pall is a
revolutionary, innovative
product in the field of air
distribution. By using the
pall ducting system,
installers are able to
assemble and install the
ducting in the location
where it is required.
The main advantages of
Pall ducting are:
Ductwork assembled and
installed on site, thus
eliminating transportation
costs, errors, or necessary
changes;
It is aluminum-lined on
both surfaces, thus
eliminating all harmful
effects of fibreglass
(ducting); Excellent noise

absorber and
soundproofing; Thermal
insulating quality much
superior to fibreglass; Fire
resistance Class 0 based
on LPC Certificate on
British Standard
specification BS476 (Part 6
and 7); Air leakage Class
C (High Pressured) based
on BSRIA No. 57270/1 of
ductwork and joints
(leakage is a fraction of
sheet metal); Saving in
electrical consumption due
to lower air leakage;
Lightweight: 1,4 Kg/m2
compared to sheet metal
12Kg/m2; Pall ducting
does not require expensive
duct machinery nor
machine shops; No limits
on duct size thanks to the
complete range of
accessories;
It can be installed in

industrial, commercial,
and residential areas for
any type of application.
Pall offers a complete line
of tools and range of
accessories for the
assembling and
installation of Pall ducting.
Technical courses for the
assembling of the system

Construct '91 Southern First

A

Construct '91 - a comprehensive exhibition of goods
and services supplied to the building and allied trades
_ will take place in Fitzpatick's Siversprings
Convention Centre, Cork on Tuesday and Wednesday,
22/23 October 1991.
The organisers - Irish and International Special
Events - have arranged an invaluable source of
information for both exhibitors and visitors alike by
bringing together manufacturers, suppliers and
consultants with buyers, specifiers and end users.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss5/1
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are offered by Season
Control Ltd. One has
already taken place, the

next one being scheduled

I for the Autumn.

New President for CIF

Pat O'Grady has been elected president of the Construe .
Industry Federation which represents more than 2 500
member firms providing employment for more th~
100.000 people.
Mr O'Grady is Managing Director of O'Grady Homes which
he helped establish in Galway in 1976. Picture shows (from
left) Tom Reynolds, Managing Director. CIF with President
Pat O'Grady.

ASHRAE HVAC
Handbook
The 1991 heating,
ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC)
applications volume in the
ASHRAE Handbook series
has been published by
"ASHRAE" . The ASHRAE
Handbook is a 4 volume
gUide for designers.
installers and operators of
all types of environmental
control eqUipment and
systems.
HVAC Applications, last
updated in 1987, specifies
requirements for an
extenswe range ofHVAC
applications and describes
eqUipment needed to
create desired conditions
in indoor spaces. including
industrial facilities and
transportation. and to
operate and manage
building systems.
It contains four new

chapters and extensive
revisions to 20 of its 50
chapters. The new

chapters are:
"Energy Resources," which
covers current and
projected energy sources
and the impact of energy
use by HVAC equipment;
"Building Monitoring,"
which gives gUidelines for
developing building
mOnitoring protocols;
"Building Operating
Dynamics" which descri
operating strategies to
optimize energy use while
maintaining comfortable
conditions; and,
"Seismic Restraint Design,"
which specifies designs
that limit the movement of
HVAC&R eqUipment
dUring an earthquake.
Among topics covered in
extensively-revised
chapters are: ventilation of
the industrial environment;
operation and maintenance
management; thermal
storage; sound and
vibration control; computer
applications; and
geothermal energy.
Four apprentice plumbers,
4
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under strict time
constraints to complete the
project on schedule.

Apprentices
Romania
Aid

Apprentice Conor McGrath
sums it up by saying "It
really was work
experience".

sponsored by H A O'Neill,
were among a team of
volunteer tradesmen,
apprentices, labourers and
other helpers who travelled
to Romania recently to
refurbish an orphanage for
visually impaired girls.
The four apprentices Alan Cassells, David
Byme, Conor McGrath and
Hanly - undertook
6,000 mile journey to
Arad in Romania where
they worked 16-22 hours a
day to install a complete
sanitation system
including showers, toilets,
wash basins etc.

Interbuild '91

Four apprentice plumbers, sponsored by HA O'Neill. were among a
team of volunteer tradesmen, apprentices, labourers and other
helpers who travelled to Romania recently to refurbish an
orphanage for visually impaired girls. Picture shows Alan Cassells
and Conor McGrath, two of the apprentices.

Eric Kinsella. chief
executive of H A O'Neill
said "it was a tremendous

challenge for the 4 young
men to work long hours in
a strange environment

Interbuild '91 - which
opens on 24 November
next for a 6-day run - will
fIll 9 Halls of the NEC with
approximately 1,200
exhibitors representing
over 2,000 companies from
all over the world.
Products on display will
reflect every imaginable
material. equipment and
service available from every
• Continued on page 4
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sector of the industry.

Contracting In 1992,
....Ok, So What's New?

Interbuild's theme this
year - Building in the
Environment - will
embrace the exhibition
with a trail leading to
different stands reflecting
some of the major issues
such as energy efficiency,
external landscape design,
bespoke building materials
and intelligent buildings.

A long long time ago
contracting was simple ...
buy the materials, provide
the labour, read the
drawings and collect the
money. That's a far cry
from today's scenario.
Reading drawings is no
longer simple, new laws
and trade practices mean
that lack of up-to-date
knowledge can result in
major problems due to
misunderstanding.

INTERBUILD 191
• continued from page 3

On his agreement to open
Interbuild 91 the Minister
commented, "Interbuild, as
one of the premier trade
exhibitions, has
established an enviable
international reputation in
its 96 years history as a
showcase for the building
industry. Interbuild 91, in
adopting the themes of the
environment and quality of
life, is focusing on sectors
of the market which will be
of increasing importance to
the building industry in
the UK and abroad."

And what about the
management?

I What about co-ordination
with other trades, last
minute changes, poor
specifications and
drawings, reduced
construction times,
shortages of critical
materials, claims, etc.

I All these problems and you
haven't made a penny yet.
Maybe you won't! In a

Interclima '91 Paris
Interclima '91, the 12th International Exhibition of
Heating, Refrigeration and Air conditioning will be held
from 12 to 16 November 1991 at the Porte de Versailles
Exhibition Centre in Paris.
Stands will be set out in the five major sectors of
environment control:
Heating - Multi-energy boilers, burners, radiators,
convectors, heat recovery systems, new energies, pumps,
valves and fittings for environmental control, tools;
Hot water production;
Refrigeration - Machinery and equipment for industrial
refrigeration, compressors, condensation and liqUid
cooling units, etc;
Air conditioning - Air conditioning and air treatment

equipment, exchangers, fans, fIlters, air ducts and
diffusers.
Regulation, measurement, control - Energy
management systems and equipment.

Pictured at the
announcement that Irish
Shell Ltd is moving its
corporate headquarters to
the Beech Hill Office
Campus in Clonskeagh,
Dublin 4 where they have
taken all of Block Six are:
Front Row: Pat Lynch,
Managing Director, Irish
Shell Ltd Q.;~ d David Arnold,
Managing Director, Monastra
Developments Ltd. Back
Row: Michae1 Ford, Finance
Director, Irish Shell Ltd;
John Doddy, Financial
Director, Monastra
Developments Ltd; and Gerry
McManus, Marketing
Director, Irish Shell Ltd.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss5/1
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market which is
traditionally feast or
famine, how can these
headaches be managed?

I All contractors have
management systems to
run the business with
strict financial control.
Because the management
system is crucial to how
well the business serves its
customers, international
standards of management
quality have been set up
(ISO 9000). Clients will
now choose from
contractors who have
reached an acceptable
standard of quality
management.
The key areas for
investigation by certifying
officers are procurement;
inspection and test;
installation; special
processes; document
control; quality plans and
manuals; organisational
methods and skills
training.
The cost-effective way to
bring your management
system to an approved and
certified level is to use an
experienced consultant. In
most cases only fme tu
is required.

HVAC At
Intherm '92
Highly efficient complete
heating systems as well as
individual components to
provide fuel efficient, total
combustion with the lowest
possible pollutant
emissions are the type of
exhibits being sought by
the organisers of INTHERM
92 (Stuttgart, Germany, 10
- 14 March 1992).
Such products are
particularly needed in the
6
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Myson Supaline
Radiators.
It's the way we put
them together that
sets them apart
At Myson we believe that there is more to central
heating installation than meets the eye.
Our radiators produce more heat per square
inch because ofthe Myson "High Energy
Construction" technique. There are two parts of
a radiator to which a convector fin can be
welded. The section between the waterways and
the waterway itself, the latter being far more
difficult and technicaUy demanding but so much
more effective in terms ofheat output.
The Myson Supaline range comprises over 190
types ofradiator across four different heights to
suit every individual customer requirement. AU
backed up by our free design service.
Impressive? We think so.
Slim and attractive, Myson Supaline radiators
with their high quality finish and slender lines
combine the utmost in efficiency with exceptional
durability that any discerning buyer wiU
appreciate.
Look closer and you will recognise our radiators
are built to exact British Kite Mark standards
(and not every manufacturer can say that...).
Our rigorous testing procedure ensures that
individual product strength goes far beyond the
requirements ofeveryday usage.
To complete the picture, every Myson Supaline is
delivered with concealed waU brackets and air
vent key, clearly coded with size and output,
protectively packaged to reach you in perfect
condition.
The Myson range ofradiators, thermostatic
valves and lockahields, is your guarantee of
exceUence, so why settle for less.
Given the facts, could you reaUy specify any
other radiator?
Write to Myson (Ireland) Limited, Unit 12E,
Parkmore Industrial Estate, Longmile Road,
Dublin 12, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 509075.
Facsimile: (01) 553629.

Name
Company
Address
Postcode
Telephone

SP/S/2'92

I~I
M

y

s

o
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former GDR "states" where
only 60% of the seven
million homes have central
heating and hot water.
General renovation and
modernisation is expected
to cost DM 200 billion.
In addition to united
Germany and other
eastern European
countries. visitors will
come from around the
world to find the answer to
their heating and air
conditioning problems.

Hitachi For Ideal Technics
Climate EqUipment Ltd. sole UK and Irish Hitachi
distributors have appointed Ideal Technics Ltd as one
of three new dealers covering the Republic of Ireland.
This new company was formed exclusively to deal with
the air conditioning side of the business and Gerard
Kelly. Managing Director of Ideal Technics - with
over 40 years experience in the industry - regards
his Hitachi dealership "to be the most challenging and
progressive step in his career".
Initial marketing of the Hitachi products has already
seen packaged equipment sales quadruple in the last
six months.
Ideal Technics Ltd are based in Crobally. Tramore. Co
Waterford. Tel: 051-81399.

LaBour
Appoint EPS
EPS Ltd. one of the largest
industrial pump suppliers
nationwide. has been
appointed exclusive agent
in Ireland for LaBour
process pumps.
LaBour pumps are
specifically designed for
process applications and
are noted for the quality of
construction. First
established in 1921.
LaBour produce their own
castings in an in-house
foundry. They specialise in
the arduous conditions
prevalent in the process

Launch of
"Tubs &
Tiles"
Chain
The last week in June saw
the launch of a major new
venture for
Heatmerchants. the
Kilkenny -based heating
and plumbing suppliers.
Heatmerchants are
opening a chain of
speCialised bathroom an
tile shops around the
country. the first of which
has just opened on the
Kylemore Road. Dublin 12.
The new showrooms will
trade under the name
"Tubs & Tiles". On offer is
a complete range of
Sanitary ware. showers and
tiles.

Gerard Kelly. Managing Director of Ideal Technics Ltd.
newly-appointed dealer for Hitachi air conditioning products.

LaBour process pumps are now available from EPS.
6 BSNews. June 1991
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industry and have a full
selection of designs
available for these
conditions.
EPS Ltd is a specialist
supplier of pumps to the
industrial sector and
provides a full service. both
on-site and in the
workshop. Already the
exclusive Irish agents for
such names as Weir
Pumps. Seepex Pumps and
Johnson Pumps. this new
agency complements an
already-impressive
portfolio.

The "Tubs & Tiles" range
will be selected from their
own agency products Le.
SPring Bathrooms and
Balterly Bathrooms.
Spring Bathrooms have
been the most innovativ
suppliers to the English
market for years now and
combine modem design
with competitive prices.
Balterly Bathrooms are
bathware producers
steeped in a tradition of
quality and reliability.
Sanitary ware has a 20year guarantee and
matching accessories are
available for all ware.
Additionally. "Tubs & Tiles"
will sell and display
Laconite shower
enclosures. Gainsborough.
Sinus and Quantum
shower valves. as well as a
wide range of their own
wall and floor tiles.
8
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BTU Results
Newlands, sponsored by Davies of Fairview
and Clontarf, sponsored by Wilo, were the
latest outings in the BTU calendar. Some
of the prizewinners are pictured below.

Davies at Newlands - Overall winner
Peter Johnston receiving his prize from
Gerry Tobin of Davies. On the right is BTU
--.:::::::::::::::::::;::::::::~~C. aptain John Ennis.

'Nilo at Cl
ree '. ontart - 0
elVtng his'
Veratt 'Ni
Ennis, BTU Prtze from To nner Brendan
Captain, is 0 ny Cusack of \.,. BraCken
n the left.
rrllo. JOhn

Wilo at Clontarf - BTU Captain John Ennis watches as
Eamonn McGratton receives his prize from Tony Cusack,
Wilo.
BSNews. June 1991 7
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You've probably read about the
Climate range of air conditioning and
environmental products in the press.
They are well known throughout the
industry as being innovative, well
engineered, reliable and superb
value for'money.
But more than this. Climate has
access to enormous resources and
facilities but we also back products
through experienced technical
advice with quick "on the ball"
service from dedicated and
enthusiastic distributors -leaders in
their respective fields.
So, now you've read a little more
about Climate may we invite you to
contact your nearest Dealer for
answers to every question you've
ever thought about asking about air
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss5/1
conditioning?
DOI: 10.21427/D7541H

Ideal Technics limited
Crobally Upper
Tramore
Co, Waterford
Tel: (051) 81399
Rink Air Conditioning
56 Limekiln Road
Terenure
Dublin 12
Tel: 504427
Isobar Cooling Equipment
Walnut Lodge
Carysfort Avenue
Black Rock
Dublin
Tel: 886739

@HITACHI

~eliMATE
We'll change your ideas
about air conditioning

10
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Sailmaking involves
textile engineering,
material specification
and customer liaison
of the highest quality.

From
Sailmaking
to Air
elivery

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

cWilliam Sailmakers have been
making world-beating yacht sails in
Crosshaven, Co Cork for the last 20
years. McWiliam customers - using sails
designed and constructed in Crosshaven have won Irish, British and World
Championships against the toughest
international competition.

M

Sailmaking involves textile engineering,
material.specification and customer liaison of
the highest quality. McWilliam Sailmakers are
bringing this level of expertise and
professionalism to the building services
industry with their textile air-delivery socks.
These are custom-built to suit the
requirements of each location and are
currently installed in 15 sites throughout
Ireland.
McWilliam Sailmakers were introduced to this
opportunity for diversification by John Russell
of the lOA Linkage Scheme. Since then, the
company has worked with Bruno Panetta of
Thermo-Logic Ltd, Aeneas Murphy of Brian A
Flynn Ltd, Martin Mahon of Foodenge Ltd,
and Harry Kaiser of Rockwell Constructions
Ltd.
A research project on fabric permeability and
air flow patterns is currently being conducted
in conjunction with the mechanical
engineering department of Cork RTC.
New Air-Delivery Method -Traditionally, air
has been circulated through metal ducts.
With the McWilliam system the metal ducts
are replaced by textile socks into which air is
pumped from the delivery duct. The cooling
air is expelled from the fabric over the whole
length and circumference of the sock.
Draught-free delivery - Since the air is not
expelled at individual gratings, the velocity is
low as it leaves the sock. This results in a
draught-free environment which reduces sick
leave among the work force and reduces the
risk of cross-line contamination in food halls.
No condensation - Another benefit of the
air being expelled over the whole surface of

the sock is that the warm, moist air in the
room is prevented from touching the cold
sock. Therefore, condensation onto the fabric
is prevented.
Cheap to install, easy to modify - The light
weight of the socks allows them to be
suspended from stainless steel wires attached
to the existing ceiling or walls. The socks are
attached to these wires by webbing straps
and simple 'clips. In new installations it is
common to find that other services obstruct
the planned run of the socks. They are easily
modified to accommodate any changes
necessary.
Simple hygiene - Perhaps the greatest
advantage for the food industry is that the
socks can be easily removed and washed by
a laundry. Depending on the efficiency of the
air treatment plant, this is done three or four
times per year. McWilliam Sailmakers can
make arrangements for the washing to be
done by specially trained staff.
Sock-to-sock joins are made with zip
fasteners to facilitate installation, removal and
washing.
Colour choice - For aesthetic reasons,
coloured socks are often specified. A range
of co'lours is available.
Easy access for moving equipment - Most
of the socks delivered so far have been
installed in the food sector. However,
Airmotive on the Naas Road has installed one
in its aero-engine plant. The socks can also
be used in computer clean rooms,
supermarkets, storerooms, and production
lines. Additionally, they can be installed
vertically as architectural features in offices.
100% Irish-designed, sourced and made The fabrics used in the socks are woven and
dyed in Ireland. This gives McWilliam
Sailmakers direct control over cloth
specification and construction. The
permeability of the material is monitored to
ensure quality control.

11
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Brian Mulhare
Associates at Jury's
inister of State
for Science and
Technology,
Michael Smith,
ID, launched the world's
most advanced catalytic
heater at a trade exhibition
held a Jury's Hotel recently
by Brian Mulhare
Associates Ltd.

M

The Teknicat heater has
been designed and
developed in Ireland and
the manufactUring plant at
Kenmare in Co Kerry
commenced full production
in April of this year with
John Sullivan heading up
the operation.
The catalytic gas heater,
which produces heat
without a flame, is ideally
suited for use in areas
where explosive solvents or
paint sprays are used.
Drying time in the auto-

Pictured at the Telmicat stand
were Fergus Cullen, Brian
Mulhare Associates Ltd; John
Su11ivan, Tekincat Ltd;
Michael Smith TD, Minister of
State for Science and
Technology; Brian P Mulhare,
Brian Mulhare Associates Ltd;
and Adrian Ryan, Poineer Gas
Systems Ltd.

Mike O'Oonaghue, General
Manager, Mark Eire BV.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss5/1
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repair industry is reduced
from two hours to five
minutes on re-sprays. The
heaters have also been
successfully tested in
hotels, shops and public
houses together with fabric
plants and perfume
factories.
The Teknicat catalytic
heater, which approaches
98% efficiency with it's
unique airflow system, will
operate on natural gas or
propane. Finally, and
most importantly, Teknicat
catalytic heaters are
environmentally friendly.
Also launched to the Irish
market at the show was
the Italian-made Robur
range of gas balanced-flue
convectors and a very
unique air conditioning
combination unit which
features an atmospheric

gas burner within a sealed
combustion chamber for
heating with an external
condenser for summertime
cooling.
All appliances are available
with full electronic ignition,
built-in digital timeclocks
and feature a metallic
paint finish. Heat output
capacities range from
6,200 BTU's per hour to
46,000 BTU's per hour,
while nominal cooling
power of the Caldaria 10 is
17,2000 BTU/h. Renzo
Orlandi, the Robur Export
Sales Manager, observed
that these technicallyadvanced products
introduce a new concept to
the Irish H & V indus
The equipment is
competitively-priced and
should appeal to
architects, mechanical
engineers and contractors.
Blackheath, the Dorsetbased gas radiant tube
heater manufacturer,
displayed both the
standard U tube heater
and their continuous
system which features a
series 3,4,5 or 6 burners,
each rated at up to 30
kilowatts. According to
Steve Richards, Sales
Director at Blackheath, the
continuous system has
opened up new marke
potential for their prod -Cs
as the burners can be
placed up to 20 metres
apart which gives a very
even spread of heat
throughout the complex.
Warm air systems in
modem, well-insulated
buildings do not distribute
the heat thoroughly
without extensive and very
expensive ductwork. In
addition, radiant systems
typically require 25% to
30% less fuel to provide
similar conditions to their
warm air counterparts. A
10 minute video which
fully explains the system is
available from Brian
Mulhare Associates Ltd.
12

Re-Verber-Ray (Europe)
Ltd. from Kenmare, have
an established relationship
with Brian Mulhare
Associates Ltd. At the
show, Re-Verber-Ray
displayed their extensive
range of auto-ignition
radiant plaque heaters
which remain very popular
for industrial heating. All
heaters are available with
standard 220 V control or
the unique Re-Verber-Ray
low-voltage system which
allows a 25-volt signal to
be carried from the central
control panel to the heater
in a light screened cable
resulting in a significant
cost saving to the
tractor.
erber-Ray have also
become the leading Irish
manufacturer for directfired make-up air heaters
which are used extensively
in applications where high
levels of fresh air are
required such as pubs,
function rooms,
community halls and
swimming pool
applications. On display at
the show was a direct-fired
heater fitted with an AlfaLaval heat recovery battery
(also supplied by BMA).
This unit is destined for a
swimming pool complex in
agh.
Mlchael Hayes, General
Manager at Re-Verber-Ray,
believes the growth
potential for their products
is extensive and considers
that mechanical
engineering consultants
are showing great interest
in the equipment.
Agency Appointments
Mark Eire from Coolea in
Co Cork commissioned
Brian Mulhare Associates
Ltd as their exclusive
Dublin based sales agents
to operate the 26 counties
in conjunction with their
very successful agent in
Limerick, Pioneer Heating
Equipment Ltd.

et al.: BS News
The Mark products include
a range of gas-fired unit
heaters rated from 90,000
BTU/hour to 360,000
BTU/hour, complete with
optional accessories to
provide fIltered, full fresh
air supply combined with a
mixing box arrangement.
A balanced flue system
which uses external air for
combustion is also
available.

Of special interest at the
show was a high quality
alumirlium (almg3)
housing which,
incorporated with the
above, provides a range of
packaged ready-to-fit gasfired air handling units.
Mike O'Donoghue, General
Manager, emphasised that
as Mark are the only
manufacturer in Ireland of
this range of equipment,
they can provide
immediate product support
and ex-stock delivery.

I

Mark also manufacture a
range of oil and gas freestanding cabinet heaters, a
range of steam and water
fan coil heat exchangers
and ceiling de-stratification
fans.
Barry Stitch, Managing
Director of AEL who
market the Canadian
Raypak boilers in Europe,
believes that their
appointment of Brian
Mulh~e Associates Ltd as
exclusive distributors for

Steve Richards, Sales Director,
Grayhill Blackheat Ltd.
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Michael Hayes, General Manager, Re-Verber-Ray Europe Ltd.

Ireland will result in
significant product sales.
The Raypak low water
content, high-efficiency
atmospheric gas-fired
boilers are suitable for
heating or direct hot water
generation,
ranging from
I
32 to 973 kW. A copper
I fInned heat exchanger
provides instant transfer of
heat from the natural gas
I or propane to the water.
Their lightweight
construction (300 kg for
1.0 M BTU/hour) makes
this boiler range ideal for
rooftop location and
installation in those
awkward boilerhouses.

I

Oil or gas-fired cast iron
sectional boilers of Italian
manufacture from the Neca
factory are available in
outputs from 20 kW up to
679 kW. In the steel shell
and tube boiler category,
Brian Mulhare Associates
Ltd offer the Danstoker
range of units for low,
medium and high
temperature applications
from 185 kW up to

18,600 kW.
Steam generating units are
also available from
Danstoker. Dick Parker of
Nordist (UK) expressed his
delight that Brian Mulhare
Associates Ltd are reintroducing the popular
Danstoker boilers to
Ireland.
Complementary items to
the above equipment such
as Alfatherm, the packaged
plate heat exchanger
assembly - complete with
pump control panel; Alfa
Laval thermal wheels and
air to air plate
recuperators, together with
alumirlium radiators, are
also available from Brian
Mulhare Associates Ltd.
Brian Mulhare told
BSNews that his company

has now completed its
product portfolio and is
satisfied that the
equipment which was
sourced through extensive
research over the years is
the best available from a
quality and price point of
view.
BSNews. June 1991
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IDHE Biennial Convention
The European Challenge -1992 is the theme of the proposed IDHE
Biennial Convention which is scheduled to take place in Dublin on 8
October next.

NEWS

As yet, the full programme for the day-long event has to be ratified but
much of the groundwork has already been completed.
A government minister will perform the opening address with Eric Farrow,
founder of IDHE (UK), chairing the morning session. He will also present a
paper outlining the aims and objectives of the Institute, incorporating
reference to the Council of Registered Gas Installers (CORGI). He will
deal specifically with EC directives on health and safety procedures.
Additionally, the morning session will include a paper by Bord Gais on
natural gas, its benefits, the environment and the contracting industry; and
an address by Claudio Vokera, inventor of the Vokera boiler, who will talk
on gas boiler and their application in relation to the latest EC directives.

IDHE Newlands
Outing
The Institute's annual golf outing
was held on 30 May at Newlands
Golf Club. Fifty eight participants
played in perfect conditions.
The main event was sponsored
jointly by Hevac and H&V Sales
with prizes for the longest drive by
Barlo; the Par 3s by Kingspan
Veha; and the "most golf played!"
by C&F.
Ann Mullins provided the food on
the 10th which was presented by
Bord Gais and Derry Kavanagh
Group Sales. It was cooked on a
B-B-Q made available for the day
by Jack Phipps of J P Distributi
who also donated one as the ma
prize for the raffle later that evening
in the clubhouse.
The winning ticket - holder being
"lucky" Jim Brereton - was drawn
after the meal during which the
wine was sponsored by Heatequip.
An evening of crack and song
ensued well into the early hours of
the next morning.

New Officers/Committee
President - Bob Smyth; Chairman
- Joe Noone; Vice-ChairmanJimmy Farrell; Hon Secretary Ann Mullen; Recruitment OfficerPaul Fox; Development Officer &
Convention Secretary - Bill
Penrice; Treasurer - Katrina
McTernan; Committee Member
Jimmy Boucher; Michael Melligan, ~
Sean Lawless.

Coming Season's
Programme
President Bob Smyth presenting Paul O'Shaughnessy of Bord Gais with his
prize.

Winning streak continues! - Jim Brereton receiving his runner-up golf prize
from President Bob Smyth. Jim also won the bar-b-q in the main draw.
These two wins on the day were the culmination of a winning streak which
saw Jim win a number of major prizes over the month of May.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss5/1
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The full programme of events for
the coming season has yet to be
finalised but a foretaste of what is
planned can be gleaned from the
following"Wilo Pumps factory visit; Sanbra
Fyffe technical presentation on
SF2000; Heating Design Software package presentation by
Frank Donohoe of Barlo who has
developed a new system based on
tried and tested methods;
Condensing Boilers (Stelrad) - A
presentation by Davies of Fairview;
Heating Controls - Presentation
by Harry Ray of Dual Plus in Cork;
IDHE visit to Monstra Convegno in
Milan (12/16 March 1992); Golf
Outing.

14
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MITSUBISHI
"ELECTRIC

THE RANGE

In addition to advanced features, MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC'S policy producing
"COMPLETE" systems with all components such as ELECTRIC HEATERS,
HEAD PRESSURE CONTROLS, CRANKCASE HEATERS and a full range of
SAFETY DEVICES, (often classed as "Extras" on competitive modelsL factory fitted
and tested ensures GREATER RELIABILITY and an Air Conditioning Package that is
Real Value for Money.
.

.~.

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON PRICES AND STOCK PLEASE CONTACT-

.'\P.

TEMpAR

MAIN MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTOR

6 PEMBROKE LANE,
BALLSBRIDGE, DUBLIN 4.
TELEPHONE: 683855. FAX.: 683086
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BuderusRe-defining
Boiler Design

PRODUCTS

The entire range of Buderus
boilers is of the easy-clean
design with large gas passages
which are devoid of fins, pins
and baffles. Such opensection boilers make life far
easier for the service engineer.
Such a design. especially in
older boilers, is often
associated with low efficiency.
However. with the new
Buderus models the necessary
turbulence within the boiler to
achieve good heat transfer is
created by the burner. The
result is a flue gas
temperature of under 190
degrees C and an efficiency of
84%.
The boilers are of robust
construction with a
substantial weight/output
ratio and are made from
corrosion-resisting cast iron.
Features include high
efficiency. ease of assembly,
ease of maintenance and
minimal flue requirements.
The boilers are covered with
an 80-mm inslulating jacket,
protected with a blue
enamelled steel jacket. No
part of the jacket exceeds a
temperature of 20C above
ambient and standing losses
have been reduced to .05%

installation costs.
The boilers are suitable for
commercial and industrial
applications for schools,
churches. religious
institutions and because of
their ease of cleaning, in
locations where a low level of
maintenance is anticipated.
Details from Quadrant
Engineers Ltd, Chapelizod,
Dublin 20. Tel: 01-6265711;
Fax: 01-6267863.

ElectroMagnetic
Flowmeter
Platon has introduced a range
of electro-magnetic flowmeters
through distributor
Manotherm Ltd.
The units provide perfect
accuracy in a smaller. lighter
package with wafer body
mounts, similar to an orifice
plate, or with integral flanges.
Sizes range from 15mm to
400mm for flow rates up to
1Om/sec, with an accuracy of
+0.4% of flow velocities.
guaranteed by wet calibration
traceable to national
standards.
Features include no moving
parts. wide flow ranges and
obstruction-free flow path.
Details from Manotherm Ltd.

Gapmag electro-magnetic
flowmeter from Manotherm.

4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin
12. Tel: 01-522355/5222
Fax: 01-516919.

Pneumatic
Switching
A new position-indicating
pneumatic switch is now
available from proximity
controls corporation, a Dwyer
Instruments Co. The Model
4P2DO can be supplied with
1,2,3 or 4-3way valves which
operate as normally passing
or non-passing. By plugging
the exhaust port. switches
become simple 2-way on/o
valves.
~
Each pneumatic witch is
actuated by its own

The boilers are qUickly
assembled and. at the same
time, rendered permanently
gas-tight by a flexible mastic
secured between a tongue and
groove seal. This prevents
damage to the insulating
covers.
They can be easily cleaned.
even when totally neglected
through lack of maintenance.
Because of high efficiency, low
boiler resistance and very
tight sealing between sections,
flue diameter and height are
minimal. This results in
conSiderable reduction in
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss5/1
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The new position-indicating switch by Proximity Controls
Corporation. available from Manotherm Ltd.
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PRODUCTS

individually adjustable cam
for precise signal timing.
Cams are driven directly by a
solid shaft coupled to a yoke
which fits over the actuator
shaft. O-ring seals on the
shaft keep out possible
contamination in hostile
industrial environments.
Large open/closed indicator
clearly shows valve position
from both sides.
Switch housing is anodized
aluminium with sealed cover
and 3/4 NPTF access port for
tubing. Switches have 1/8
NPTF process connections and
aluminium bodies.
Quick, easy installation on
any valve is assured thanks to
over 2000 available mounting
kits which include drive yoke
or lever, bracket, fasteners
and other required hardware.
Switches operate between 30150 PSIG and within
temperature limits of 32f min.
and 160f max. Flow capacity
is up to 4.0SCFM.
Details from Manotherm Ltd,
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin
12. Tel: 01-522355/522229.
Fax: 01-516919.

Programmable
Room
Thermostat
Landis & Gyr has introduced
Chronogyr REVI0, a
programmable room
thermostat, suitable for
domestic central heating
control applications. The unit
has two programme modes
and combines the features of
a single-channel timeswitch
and room thermostat, making
it ideal for use with
combination boilers, zone
control systems and electrical
heating systems.
Installation is straightforward
with a 2-wire connection and
a much simpler wiring plan
than would be needed with a
comparable timeswitch-

Landis & Gyr's Chronogyr REVIO programmable room thermostat. Details
from Asea Brown Boveri.

controlled system.
The REVlO is simple to
programme and operate. A
slider switch is used to set the
mode of operation, while
press-buttons give manual
temperature control and
override to the next switching
period.
The clear LeD display shows
both the current time and
temperature (to the nearest
0.5c). Graphic symbols also
show whether the current set
temperature is on COMFORT
(eg. 20c) or ECONOMY (eg.
15c) mode and there is an
extra symbol to indicate when
the REVlO is calling for heat
from the boiler.
PID (proportional, integral and
derivative) control gives a high
level of control based on a
cycle time of 12 minutes. For
systems having a fast
response time (eg. warm air
units) a switch at the back of
the unit enables the cycle time
to be reduced to six minutes.
If the REVlO is used with
systems having wide
temperature fluctuations, the
switch can be set to on/off
thermostat mode.
The unit is powered by two
standard 1.5v batteries,
ensuring that all programme
settings and functions are
displayed and retained
independent of the mains

supply.Details from Asea
Brown Boveri Ltd, Whitestown
Industrial Estate, Tallaght.
Dublin 24. Tel: 01-522622;
Fax: 01-522985.

New from Nova
Nova Plumbing & Heating Ltd
has introduced the ACV range
of oil boilers, gas boilers and
stainless steel "Tank in Tank"
pressurised water heaters
details are:ACV "Heatmaster Oil Gas"This boiler supplies hot water
for domestic or commercial
use. Outputs range from
1,000 litres to 2,500 litres per
hour;
ACV Delta storage
combination oil boilers These range from 10,000 to
180,000 BTU, delivering up to
1,334 litres of domestic hot
water per hour;
ACV Gas storage combination
boilers - These range from
60,000 to 140,000 BTU,
delivering up to 1,000 litres of
domestic hot water per hour;
"Tank in Tank" pressurised
stainless steel water heaters
- These range from 130 litres
to 10,000 litres per hour.
Details from Nova Plumbing &
Heating Ltd, Tralee Road,
Castleisland, Co Kerry. Tel:
066-41354; Fax: 066-41354.
BSNews June 1991 15
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Which Energy Source Does It Better?
This is a question which is often asked but one which is virtually impossible
to answer. The simple fact of the matter is that there are as many
parameters as there are arguments which influence the choice of energy
source for a particular project. Consequently, in an effort to demonstrate the
manner in which consultants approach the difficult task of specifying a
particular energy source, what follows are a number of actual case studies
covering electricity and Natural Gas. Of course there are other alternatives
such as LPG and Oil but, when approached, representatives from each of
these sectors failed to get copy to us on time for publication.

'THE CASE FOR ELECTRICITY

Adelaide Court, Dublin
Because Gold
Shield buildings
incorporate a
high level of
thermal
insulation and
are fitted with
clean,
controllable
electric heating
systems
designed to make
maximum use of
Nightsaver
electricity, they
are very energyefficient and
economic to run.

T

he Adelaide Court
complex comprises
nine self contained
office units ranging in size
from 110 sq m each. It was
built by the County Cavan
developers McGarrell, Reilly
near Adelaide Road/Upper
Hatch Street in Dublin. The
electrical installation was
carried out by Albert Cooney,
electrical contractor.
It is an all-electric complex
which was designed to ESB
Gold Shield award
specifications. It won a
coveted ESB prize for the
best Gold Shield commercial
development 1990.
Because Gold Shield
buildings incorporate a high
level of thermal insulation
and are fitted with clean,
controllable electric heating
systems designed to make
maximum use of Nightsaver
electricity, they are very

Leo Purcell, Deputy Head of Marketing, ESB with Eleanor and
Tom Kelly, of T & E Kelly, Architects. It was their design for
Adelaide Court which won the £5,000 ESB Gold Shield award for
Commercial Developments.

energy-efficient and
economic to run.
Architect Tom Kelly chose
Gold Shield all-electric
specifications for Adelaide
Court for a number of
practical and economic
reasons.

Weather-sensitive "control
right".

These included the follOWing
benefits for the
builder/developer:Cheap to install; Savings on
~Iectricity supply costs;
Individual metering for each
tenant; Easy to install;
Flexibility in locating heaters;
Free design service by ESB.
The resulting benefits for the
occupier include: Low
running costs; Low
maintenance costs; Flexibility
and control; No atmospheric
pollution.
Heating System - The
heating system is based on a
combination of storage and
direct acting panel/convector
heaters. Combined storage/
convector heaters are used

which are cheaper to inst
than separate units and
reduce the amount of wall
space required.
The storage heating
component maintains an
average temperature of 15
degrees C approx. and in
many instances incidental
heat gains will raise the
temperature to comfort level.
The room temperature can,
in any event, be raised to 20
degrees C or higher by
means of the convector
heater(s).

Water HeatingWater heating needs are
provided economically at the
point of use by self-contain Q
units such as undersink,
.~
oversink or cistern type
heaters. Normal water
storage temperatures is 65
degrees C.
Space Heating Controls
Outdoor Thermostats Supply to the storage
components of heaters in
each location is controlled on
a per client basis using an
outdoor weather-sensative
thermostat ("Control Right")
set at 15degeees c. One
"Control Right" is fitted for
each metered supply, Le.
each self-contained office
unit.
Indoor Thermostats Supply to panel/convectors
heaters and to the convector
components of heaters in

16 BSNews, June 1991
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uderus
The -

605 Series

CAST IRON BOILERS FOR OIL & GAS FIRING
530-1200KW

BUDERUS introduce the new range of boilers
completing the 05 series which starts at 15kw.
The outstanding features include:

Boiler section showing large gas passages
and absence of fins and baffles.

• . Low capital and operating costs.
•
High efficiency of 84% G.C.V. at full
rated output (91 % net).
•
Extended boiler life.
•
Option of fuels.
•
Savings on chimney due to minimum
flue requirements.
•
Ease of assembly.
•
Low standing losses.
•
Permanent sealing between sections.
•
Complete ease of cleaning.

QUADRANT ENGINEERS LIMITED, Chapelizod, Dublin 20. Tel: 01 626 5711. Fax: 01 6267863.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991
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The hottest prop
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rty on the lllarket

Whatever the merits of a building, whatever its size, shape
or design, one particular feature can make it much more
attractive, commercially speaking. That's the Gold Shield Award
from ESB.
The Gold Shield Award is ESB's quality symbol for a well
designed, energy-efficient, all-electric commercial building.
Because Gold Shield buildings incorporate a high level of
thermal insulation, clean controllable electric heating systems
and the maximum use of Nightsaver electricity, they automatically
mean better conditions and lower overheads for the potential
user. And therefore a much more attractive selling proposition.
Which probably explains why the Gold Shield Award is such a
highly valued piece of property.
For more information contact the free Gold Shield Advisory
Service at 765831 Extn: 7265.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991
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GFlakt AIR HANDLING UNITS
The type KLA airhandling unit of framework
design consists of a number of sections, which
can be combined to meet specific air treatment
requirements.
Air volume 360-26000m3/h
max. total pressure 2700 Pa.
Sandwich panels made from galvanized steel
with insulation of 25mm mineral wool.
Coefficient of heat transmission: k=0.9 W/m 2k
sound reduction R1'. = 32 dB.
The type VLA airhandling unit of framework
design consists of a number of sections, which
can be combined to meet specific air treatment
requirements.
Air volume 20,000-144,000m3/h
max. total pressure 3,200 Pa.
Sandwich panels made from galvanized steel
with insulation of 50mm mineral wool.
Coefficient of heat transmission: k=0.7 W/m 2k
sound reduction R1'. = 37 dB.
Flakt products are ISO 9000 approved

Flakt offer you not only the assurance of the
performance and reliability of system components but
also the know how, technical support and service from
a company that operates successfully world wide in the
field of air and climate technology.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss5/1
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ASEA BROWN BOVERI

Environmental Cont.r0I Division
ASEA Brown Boven Ltd.
Whitestown Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
~I: 522622. Telex: 39681. Fax: 599939
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THE CASE FOR NATURAL GAS

Bolands Building, Dublin
hen you mention the
Bolands building in
Dublin, more often
than not the first thing to
come to mind is the fact that
it served as the headquarters
of Eamon DeValera during
the 1969 Rising. It has
always been a landmark to
Dubliners, and the new office
complex which now occupies
the site seems destined to
continue the tradition of
being a "landmark".

W

Wall-mounted thermostat
control heater.

each office is controlled by a
SOPAC TA 380 thermostat.
Timeswitch Supply to the storage
component of heaters in
location is controlled by
le switch with day
omission facility, to provide
for interruption at weekends.
Supply to panel/convector
heaters and to the convector
component of combined
heaters in each office is
controlled by a single time
switch incorporating day
omission facility. The time
switch is normally set to 'on'
at 08.00 hours Monday to
Friday and off at 17.30 hours.

The development provides
around 130,00 sq ft of offices
on six levels, and has been
designed to present a
flexible, highly-serviced
quality working environment.
The decision to opt for
natural gas was an easy one,
according to Paul O'Brien
Project Architect. 'We go for
gas automatically at this
stage. It's far more
economical than any of its
rivals, and in a very energyefficient building like this, it's
the obvious choice. The gas
boilers are Hoval units,

Part of the boiler room at Bolands Mill.

installed by MF Kent.
The Hoval SR boilers have
an output of 1OOOKw each
and are fired by Weishaupt
2- stage natural gas burners.
When designing both the
Hoval boiler and the
Weishaupt burner, special
attention was given to reduce
energy consumption to the
minimum.
The nett combustion
efficiency is at least 89% on
natural gas, with stray losses
being limited to 0.8% of
nominal output (due to
excellent insulation
characteristics). Weishaupt
has as standard a fast-acting
servomotor which gives rapid
control of output on natural
gas. British Gas Certificate
Class 1 and BS 5885 are the
standards used for the
gastrain. All components
have been awarded the ISO
9000 standard and have
been type approved for the
EC 1992 standards.

Bolands Building - still a Dublin landmark.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

At a very early stage in the
project, the developer, John
Ronan, decided to provide an
international standard of
office environment and
control. It was decided to
install a full variable air
volume system with
perimeter heating by means
of radiators, a building
energy management system
and a sophisticated energy
efficient building skin.

Each floor has its own air
heating unit. Air is supplied
to the VAV terminal at
constant temperatures all
year round and the VAV
terminal throttles the
discharge air volume
required to offset heat gains

"We go for gas
automatically at this
stage. It's far more
economical than
any of its rivals, and
in a very energyefficient building
like this, it's the
obvious choice"
in the space. Return air is
via the ceiling-mounted light
fittings, thus removing heat
emitted from the fittings at
source. Radiators mounted
on the external face of the
building offset fabric heat
losses and allow total
flexibility in tenant fitting out.
The heating and chilled water
connections to the airhandling unit is fitted with
energy metres.
The, air conditioning system,
central heating and chilled
water system is controlled bv
modular micro-processor .
electronic controllers located
in each plant room.
BSNews, July 1991 21
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BSNREVIE IIV: REFRIGERATION
This is the first article in a new series
which will cover various aspects of
refrigeration in Ireland. The following is a
section of the topics which will be
examined in detail in later articles.They
will be written by Bruno Panetta of ThermoLogic Ltd who is widely acknowledged as
one of the foremost independent specialists
in this field. He has been practising as a
refrigeration consultant in Ireland for the
past 10 years.

CFCs
The name CFC
(Chlorofluorocarbon) is taken
from the elements which make
up the various refrigerants chlorine, fluorine and carbon.
While CFC's are known to
damage the ozone layer,
another threat exists - global
warming. The equilibrium in
global temperatures has
increased by about 0.5c in the
past century and the
prediction is that the increase
over the next 50 years will be
1.6c to 4.4c as a result of the
greenhouse effect.
Table 1 shows some of the
worst offenders in these two
areas.
In fact, refrigeration
applications constitute only
16% of the total use of CFC's in
Ireland.

Evaporative
Condensers
I

Standard air-cooled
condensers use the normal
(dry-bulb) temperature of
ambient air to condense the
refrigerant gas, and the
condensing temperature can be
from 5c to 15c above the air
temperature. See Table 2.
Evaporation condensers,
however, use a second
temperature of air to condense
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss5/1
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T able 1

Refrigerant

Ozone Depletion
Potential

Global Warmin

1.0
0.9 -1.0
0.04-0.06
0.331

1.0
2.8-3.4
0.32-0.37
not available
0.24-0.29

R 11
R12
R22
R502
R 134a

R717 (ammonia)

o
o

o

T able 2

Relative Humidity

Dry-bulb
Temperature

4 0%
60%
80%
100%

Wet-bulb
Temperature

21c
21c
21c
21c

13.3c
16.2c
18.6c
21c

the refrigerant. This wet-bulb
ternperature relates to the
relative humidity of the air,
and is almost always lower
than the dry-bulb temperature.

use water as well as air, there
is a also general worry about
Legionnaires Disease.

Anevaporativecondensercan
cond ense the refrigerant at or
below the dry-bulb
ternperature and, while they
can greatly improve efficiency,
disadvantages are
-They are only available for
duties above 40 kW;
- They require more cleaning
and attention;

Ammonia

- As evaporative condensers

One alternative to CFCs in
refrigeration - although rarely
used in domestic or
commercial refrigeration - is
ammonia. The elements which
make up ammonia (NH) are
nitrogen and hydrogen.
Traditionally, ammonia has
been used only in industrial
applications and there are
24
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-xpRIDce 0' BaRReD
liThe Name

in Polyurethane Coldrooms
and Cold Stores

11

1~71=::::3 /5ii~~~~ Interior fittings which complete the modular
Prince Q'Burren coldstore system
including shelves in metal, side rails
and ceiling rails.

Prince Q'Burren coldrooms are designed

•
•
•
:
•

Self closing doors with magnetic gaskets
Only 100% food safe material used
Rigidised metal floors
Over 20 years manufacturing experience
Highest quality guaranteed

Contact your local Prince O'Burren Distributor

Prince OIBurren Ltd.
UNIT 23 COOKSTOWN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, TALLAGHT, DUBLIN 24.

TELEPHONE: 599288/599901. FAX: 599905.
(WHOLESALE) LIMITED

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALERS

THE FRENCH CONNECTION

f~_:1
...
,'

-.-

IiiIImJmI

FRIDGE SPARES

,

. 0

qJIIf
....

,

I@)!WNITE
HERMETIQUE
FRIDGE SPARES

THE ULTIMATE IN REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT
370 Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11.
Telephone: 303466, 303793 & 303038.
Fax: 303672,
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"WEIGHING UP ALL OPTIONS) I CHOOSE GRASSO.

"Wheredecisionsare
taken on rational grounds, Grasso scores extremely well. Where optimum reliability counts, Grasso is the obvious choice. Wher
professionalism is appreciated to find flexible solutions, Grasso is your
ideal partner. When in pursuit of the most dependable
refrigeration equipment, contact Grasso for full technical details.

reciprocating compressors
up to 1600 m11h (940 CFM)
screw compressors
up to 4900 m11h (2900 CFM)

GRBSSa
Refrigeration Equipment

WHERE SOUNDJUDGEMENT RULES, GRASSO PREVAILS
Headquarter:
GRASSO PRODUCTS B.Y.· P.O. Box 343
5201 AH 's-Hertogenbosch -The Netherlands
Phone (073) 203911 -Telex 50207 gras nI
Fax(073)214320

ForBRD:
GRASSO PRODUCTS Handelsgesellschaft
GmbH -RailJeisenstrnsse 8 0-6360
FriedbefSIHessen -Federal Republic of
Gennany -Phone (lXi031) 4051
Telex 4102428 gras d-Fax (lXi031) 4054

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss5/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7541H

For UK and Ireland:
GRASSO PRODUCTS Ltd. -4Cropper Row,
Alton Road -Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire HR9
5LA -United Kingdom -Phone (0989)63311
Telex 35304 grasso g-Fax (0989)66757

For USA, Canada and Mexico:
GRASSO Inc. -P.O. Box 4799- Evansville, Ind.
47711-0799 -United States of America
Phone (812)423 5265 -Telex 0278432
Fax(812)465661O.
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several reasons for this ammonia corrodes copper and
it has qUite an overpowering
smell.
To give the same cooling
capacity as R22, the liquid
flowrate of ammonia would be
approximately one third that
of R22. This is because
ammonia is roughly six times
more effective as a refrigerant
than R22. For smaller
refrigeration systems this
means that control devises
must be much smaller, and
they can become easily
blocked.
The approximate relative costs
of various refrigerants are
given below:

Refrigerant

Cost per kg

Ammonia

£1.00

R12

£4.46

R22

£2.56

R502

£6.29

the cause of the outbreak was
identified, it was given the
name Legionella Pneumophila.
A rough translation of
Pneumophila would be "lover
of the lungs".

Demand tariff is charged on
industrial installations, there
can be additional savings on
the general electricity bill.
There are several systems
available for ice storage, with
coil-in-tank system being the
most common.

Children are unlikely to
become affected and the most
common sufferers seem to be
middle aged male smokers
with an existing respiratory
problem.

Legionnaires
Disease
Legionnaires Disease is a form
of pneumonia. It is contracted
by inhaling the bacteria in
aerosol form.
The name of the bacteria Legionella Pneumophila - has
an interesting origin. The first
identified occurrence of the
disease was in a hotel in
Philadelphia in 1976, at a
Legionnaires' (US Army
Veterans') Convention. When

A peculiar property of the
bacteria is that infection can
only occur by inhalation of an
aerosol or splash droplets of
water. You could actually
swim or drink a contaminated
source with no adverse effects.
Evaporative condensers have
never been implicated in an
outbreak of the disease in the
UK or Ireland. Cooling towers
have. However, any risk of
Legionnaires Disease can be

.
...

~

.~

Thermal
Storage
This is perhaps the area in
refrigeration where most
savings can be made - in
terms of electricity
consumption and energy
costs. This would only apply,
however. to systems that
require water chilling (airconditioning, dairies, etc.)
Rather than chill the water as
it is reqUired. it is possible to
freeze the water into ice at
night. when demand is low
and electricity is cheap, and to
melt this ice during the day to
provide chilled water as the
demand arises.
With nightrate electricity
prices only a fraction of the
daytime rate, the savings on
running costs are obvious,
but where the Maximum

TATECROFT LIMITED
"THE REFRIGERATION PEOPLE"
INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION

SOLE AGENT FOR

GRAM
REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

FULL
DESIGN, SALES & SERVICE
THROUGHOUT IRELAND

RAILWAY ROAD, CHARLEVILLE, CO. CORK.
Tel: (063) 89777/89778/89830.
Fax: (063) 81866.
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eliminated entirely by
following correct operating and
maintenance
procedures.

Condensers
The heat-rejecting component
of every refrigeration system, it
performs the important
function of condensing the hot
refrigerant gas into cool liquid.
The temperature at which it
does this has an important
bearing on the efficiency of the
system.
The condensing temperature
can vary from 20c to 45c for
normal systems, depending on
the application and the time of
year.
The graphs above right show
the relationship between both
cooling capacity and absorbed
compressor power, and
evaporating temperature, with
a change in condensing
temperature.
Obviously, redUCing the
condensing temperature can
significantly improve the
performance of a refrigeration
system. In fact, (with an
evaporating temperature of 10c) if the condensing
temperature is reduced from
40c to 30c, the cooling
capacity increases by 15% and
the absorbed compressor
capacity decreases by 10%.
The life expectancy of the
system also increases.
Ways to reduce condensing
temperatures are:
- Use of larger condensers;
- Improved location at the
condenser;
- Use of an evaporative
condenser.

Refrigeration
Distributors
RDL, with offices in both
Dublin and Cork, have been
26 BSNews, June 1991
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servicing the refrigeration and
air conditioning contractors
for the past decade.
Over this period they have
built up a portfolio of products
second to none, with the
emphasis on the highest
quality with reliability and
parts back-up. The quality of
their range is matched with
friendly and efficient staff and
the technical knowledge with
which the products are
supported.
RDL have always been very
much to the fore in the
promotion of new technology
developments and this is
especially so of its present
range.
Just introduced is a new range
of microprocessor controls as
manufactured by LAE
Electronic, starting with
simple temperature and
hUmidity monitoring right
through to sophisticated
super-controllers with
compete system function
analysis.
In conjunction with DWM
Copeland and their Demand
Cooling developments, RDL
are now said to be the only
company in Ireland presently
able to offer single stage R22
operation down to -50 degrees
Celsius evaporating
temperatures, and this on
already-proven, highefficiency, discus compressors!
For the best in equipment,

o°c.

-woe..

EVAPORATlIlC:o

.

-~

-20°(.
TEMP.

components and service,
contact Refrigeration
Distributors Ltd, Unit 60,
Ballymount Industrial Es
Walkinstown, Dublin 12.
Tel:O 1-50600 1; Fax: 01503676; and or Unit J2,
Marina Commercial Park,
Centre Park Road, Cork. Tel:
021-968494; Fax: 021968566.

Eliwell Controls
The Eliwell range of
refrigeration and airconditioning electronic digital
controllers were introduced to
cater for the complete needs of
the industry.
One of their main features
their great flexibility. They
can be adjusted to fit the exact
requirements for a number of
specific applications such as
walk-ins, reach-in and frozen
foods cases, air handling units
and heating systems. They
also eliminate the timeconsuming and labourintensive aspect of electrical
panel building and
installations where mechanical
controls are used.
One example is the EWTB
1000. This unit is a complete
refrigeration plant controller,
incorporating, temperature
control, defrost control
management, measurement
and display of temperature,
28
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high and low temperature
alarm management, pressure
error management and
auxiliary outputs for lights
and fans.
The front of the EWfB panel
contains a floppy
polycarbonate overlay, which
gives the instrument a neat
appearance and provides
protection against dust and
moisture. The instrument is
designed to protect the control
centre against accidental
tampering and unauthorised
use, to prevent stock losses
occurring. The instrument
uses two separate temperature
sensors, which are
interchangeable and highly
accurate.
The complete range of Eliwell
controllers and their functions
can be obtained by contacting
Fridge Spares Wholesale Ltd,

EHwell electronic digital controller from Fridge Spares
Wholesale

37d Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glasnevin, Dublin 11. Tel: 01303466; Fax: 01-303672.

Prince O'Burren
The Prince O'Burren is a new

concept in coldrooms - Irishmanufactured and based on
panels of modular dimensions
containing a high density
polyurethane foam. This
system enables 100%
insulated coldrooms to be
constructed easily, efficiently

RSL (Ireland) Ltd.
_--------e---------

Ireland's Leading Stockists
and Distributors of Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Equipment
_--------e---------

Rm Cork Tel: 021-31 7221.

51::

Fax: 021-31 7222.
Dublin Tel: 01-508011. Fax: 01-559592.
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and economically. It is
claimed to be superior in every
way to the old type timber and
concrete construction.

Grass Products DV Screw compressor set

sheets in strict conditions
ensuring consistent quality an
accuracy. A standard panel is
3" in section. The completed
panels are rot, vapour and
vermin proof, odourless...

Prince O'Durren - The use
of foam polyurethane panels
offers many design
advantages over timber
framed coldrooms. It offers
100% insulation and a far
superior K factor. 13.

A 3" panel is equivalent to a
timber framed panel using 6"
of polystyrene or cork. Area
for area Prince O'Burren
coldrooms also provide a
greater cubic capacity.

Prince O'Burren panels are
manufactured by roth-foam
rigid polyurethane under
pressure between cladding

Panels are manufactured in
modular dimensions allowing
greater flexibility in design and
construction. The panels
offered With standard inten
heights of 2.00 m; 2.200m;
2.400m and 2.800m.
Increased heights are available
for larger schemes.
The exterior PVC laminate
metal sheet is attractive,
tough, corrosion-resistant and

Refrigeration Distributors Limited
~~

-REFRIGERATION WHOLESALERS-

U~~-

Nobody in Ireland can
'Namedrop , like we can!!!
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Unit J2, Marina Commercial Park,
Centre Park Road,
G~~
Cork.
Telephone: (021) 968494
Fax: (021) 968566
L'UNIE HERMETIQUE.
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A.M.F. EUROPE.

Unit 6D Ballymount Industrial Estate,
WALKINSTOWN, DUBLIN 12.
Telephone:(OI) 5060011506237
Telex: 91404
Telefax: (01) 503676
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easily cleaned. It also provides
a high standard of hygiene.
Details from Prince O'Burren
Ltd, Unit 23, Cookstown
Industrial Estate, Tallaght,
Dublin 24. Tel: 01599288/599901; Fax: 01599905.

'o/J!l OODLEIGH LIMITED
PRESSURE. TEMPERATURE. HUMIDITY
SENSORS. SWITCHES. CONTROLS
LEVEL. FLOW

Grasso Cooling
Grasso products BV
manufacturers a wide range of
compressors to meet the most
varying applications of
industrial cooling, freezing and
air conditioning.
The delivery programme
includes open reciprocating
compressors - single and
two-stage - 23 models in all,
with swept volumes from 130
up to 1592 cum/h; open and
semi-hermetic air conditioning
compressors - 15 models in
all - with swept volumes from
172 up to 833 cum/r; and
Grassoscrew compressor
packages - 12 basic models
in all with swept volumes from
303 up to 4876 cum/h.
The Grasso two-stage
(compound) piston
compressors embrace a large
number of LP/HP swept
volume ratios.
Grasso products BV also
manufactures other
refrigeration equipment, such
as valves,vessels and
automatic air purger of noncondensables.
Details from Grasso Products
Ltd., 4 Cropper Row, Alton
Road, Ross-On-Wye,
Herefordshire HR9 5LA.
Tel: 030 989 63311; Fax: 030
98966757.

Differential air pressure transducer switches
for use on filters etc.

Paddle type water and air flow switches

Immersion thermostats many temperature ranges
manual, Auto reset, dual and single.

Full range of modulating and on-off motors in stock
including the new NM230 range and spring return.

AGENTS FOR:-

RSL-The
Supermarket
Specialists
Supermarket are highly
energy-intensive operations.
Energy cost represents a
significant share of overall

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Electro
Controls Limited

11

BEUMO

AVAILABLE EX·STOCK
CATOLOGUE & PRICE LIST AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

'WYl OODLEIGH LIMITED
Ballingate, Carnew, Co. Wicklow.
Tel: (055) 26384. Fax: (055) 26523.
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operating cost, often equalling
a store's annual profit.
The largest share of
supermarket energy cost is for
refrigeration: Display cases
refrigerated 24 hours a day
account for more than half the
electricity used in the store.
As a point of interested, a

recent study suggested that, in
Ireland, up to 17% of all
electricity used is for
refrigeration.
However, when conventional
electric systems are forced to
control hUmidity, as in
supermarkets, their
performance is impaired. The
air in the store becomes too
cool when the system is
operated long enough to
remove sufficient moisture
from the space, and reheating
must then be used to achieve
a comfortable temperature.
Several technologies have been
developed to help supermarket
owners achieve this optimal
humidity level more efficiently
and economically.
Of these, RSL, through
Baltimore Air Coil, offer such
system in Ireland. In fact
Quninnsworth is currently
installing two such RSL
supplied systems.
Cool storage technology is a
means of shifting the
electricity demand for air
conditioning from peak hours,
when the cool air is needed, to
off-peak hours when electricity
rates may be lower.
By replacing refrigerant
cooling coils with chilled water
coils, cool storage can be used
in conjunction with either
dual-path or improved singlepath air conditioning systems,
with or without the heat pipe
heat exchanger enhancement.
More precise humidity control
is possible with modulating
chilled water coils than with
onloff refrigerant coils.
30 BSNews, June 1991
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The two basic types of cool
storage system designs are
chilled water storage and ice
storage. Ice storage is most
suitable for supermarket
applications because it can
supply very cold air. Typically,
the system depletes the ice
dUring the day. It then
rebuilds the ice supply
overnight, and also usually
continues to provide cooling
dUring the night.
Further savings may be
possible if the ice storage
system is integrated with the

supermarkets refrigeration
system. For example,
compressors could be shared
with the dairy display cases;
similarly, a portion of the ice
storage system's chilled water
could be usd in subcoding the
frozen food system's liquid
refrigerant, increasing overall
system efficiency.
Details from RSL (Ireland) Ltd,
48f Robinhood Industrial
Estate, Long Mile Road, Dublin
22. Tel:01-508011; Fax: 01559592.

TRADE
COUNTER
EASY FIND
Calling all merchants, wholesalers
and trade counter outlets!
Over the coming months BSNews will
introduce a classified section called
Trade Counter Easy Find. As the
name implies, the information it
contains will be aimed directly at
contractors, especially those in the
domestic sector. The various sections
will be clearly differentiated making it a
simple-to-use, quick-reference guide
for contractors seeking everything from
pipework through to taps, mixers,
valves, bathroom accessories, etc.
Continuity is the secret of succesful
advertising and for as little as £375 per
annum for a 1" single column insert in
every issue of BSNews - that's
approximately £1 per day! - trade
counter outlets are guaranteed
continuous year-long exposure to all
contractors throughout the Republic of
Ireland, including members of the
Registered Heating Contractors
Association and the Institute of
Domestic Heating Engineers.

Crumlin Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 500123 Fax: 509988

SUPPliers of a complete range of
copper tUbing for water gas
heating and Industrial'
,
Installations.

Niamh Richardson will be responsible
for Trade Counter Easy Find and she will be in touch with all outlets over the
coming weeks.
Call Niamh on 01 - 2885001/213 for details
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Saturday. my room mate
and self woke to the sun
streaming in all the
windows (no curtains
pulled) and made our way
to the dining room for a
most enjoyable breakfast.

18 E
NEW

Off to golf. to that most
renowned course at Ardee (I
will never forget it - being
under trees on seven
occasions with no shot).
Golf .... are we all mad?
Saturday evening the
"Magpies" were out B.... gy.
Mer ... Francios. Tr...Y and
a few others. Young Joe
disappeared early but left
his roommate. .. ...att . an
experienced substitute. with
a certain tendency to fall
asleep. A late night ...5.30
am.

CIBSE/
MEBSCA
Nuremore
Once again the CIBSE/
MEBSCA Nuremore
Weekend has proved itself
beyond any shadow of a
doubt as the premier event
in the building services
calander. A capacity
attendance enjoyed an
excellent few days of sport
and comradarie with new
business relationships
being forged; those already
established being reinforced
but. above all else. personal
friendships being renewed
and strengthened. Rather
than present a full-scale
account of the entire
weekend - a task which
would entail volumous
proportions at any rate BSNews has asked for some
personalised accounts of
what the weekend involved
meant for various
participants.

The Jewel in
the Crown
By "Jack Honeyman"

One of my favourite venues
of the year is of course the
CIBSE weekend in the
Nurenrnore Hotel.
Having planned the work
load. with the intention of
arriving at lunch time at
Nurenmore Hotel. I forgot
about that famous last
telephone call which delays

By the grace of our
twittering feathered friends
I awoke at 9.45am and gave
my roommate a thump on
the chest. This had a twofold purpose - reactivating
his heart and at the same
time causing him to wake.

ms Swimming Gala -

Brian Mulhare (Winner); with
competition organiser Dave Egan.

Scampering to the dining
room for orange juice. we
made our way to our
respective tee boxes for the
scramble. a great game with
Michael C...... Michael
O·D...... Larry K. ... and our
team of P....oann and E. Mc
...an and myself beaten by a
shot on the last hole to the
eventual winners.
Back to the hospitality suite
for a few G & Ts
(normality). a good lunch
with a couple of pints. and
more sponsored wine by
ABB. Then the sadness of
departing from such a great
bunch of fellows. T hope
this event continues forever.

"Kerry Tank" Main Event - Joe Warren "Well, I'm not giving
it back" with Con Stack.

you for over an hour (T do
believe this now happens on
a frequent basis). I
eventually arrived at the
Nurenrnore. two hours late.
Having obtained the room
number and key. I made my
way to a very sophisticated
ensemble of chairs. beds.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

lamps. tables. 1V and
bathroom.
Friday night was very
enjoyable. Having had the
most satisfYing meal
accompanied by equally
satisfYing wines - supplied
by BSS Ireland (God Bless
them) - and hitting the
leaba at 2am.

Snooker Classic
By "Chalkey Pocket"

Was this to be the miniseries or the major
marathon of the year ... who
was to know? Sixty four
battlehardened bastilions of
the green baize bravely bore
the task of elimination. The
wiley-wise whipcracking
BSNews, June 1991 31
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Cut down on potentially dangerous sharp edges
with Kingspan Veha high efficiency radiators.
Kingspan Veha rolled-top radiators are designed
to fit into any home. As the only part of a heating
system that will constandy be looked at well into the
next century, we appreciate the importance of
combining good looks with quality and safety.

A VOIDING

SHARP EDGES

Whether the radiator is required to complement
the clear lines of a modern home or enhance the
traditional features of a mature residence, our elegant
rolled-top radiators will blend in anywhere.
Add to this the fact that all radiators are fully
tested before they leave the factory - the kitemark
guarantees the quality of the product - and that they
have no sharp top edge to scratch or tear, it is hardly
surprising that more and more people wouldn't touch
anything else.

KU14SDal1
VEHA LIMITED

Kingspan Veha Ltd. The Murrough Wicklow
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss5/1
Tel: 040467278 Fax: 0404 67731
DOI: 10.21427/D7541H

Ireland
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scramble on Saturday
proved as exciting as
previous years.

I
EW

Again the good weather was
the major factor in the
enjoyment of all.

Finheat Team
Scramble

Mercury Hit and Hope"- Prizewinner Jim O'Keefe with Jim
Smith (Sponsor).

I

Winners
Michael O'Doherty, Lany
Kane and Michael Curley;
2nd
Tom Egan, Oliver Reddy
and Frank McGettigan;
3rd

Paul Mc Manus, Brendan
Stack and Dermot
McCormack.

Dan Chambers (sponsor of
the even) sought out each
duelling duo and surgically
removed them from various
dens of iniquity such as
bars, boudoirs, and even
the dinner table!
War raged over each
snooker table and, despite
the desperate drudgery of
being distraught,
disorientated and - dare
we say a little inebriated fmally there remained the
two superstars of snooker
... Sean Carroll and Paul
Able.
Paul ably asserted an
admiring lead showing his
authority, but Sean, ever
cautious, cunning and of
course courteous, caressed
his cue with confidence.
As ever only one victor can
emerge, and although both
participants played with
provocative plotting
precision, Sean's cautious
cunning stood him in good
stead rewarding him with
victory. AfteiWards players,
referee and spectators
returned to enjoy another
mouth-watering morsel
prior to prize giving.

Grand Draw

The "Kerry Tanks" Golf - Michael Curley with Paul McManus;
and Con Stack (Sponsor).

devine right and this year it
was no different. The
format for the golf changed
in that on Saturday the
novice golfers had the
unrestricted use of the
Nuremore Course for the
whole day while the golfers
had the use of the adjoining
Ardee Golf Club, thus
relieving the congestion
which would otherwise
occur.
Ardee was in immaculate
Qrder and, although a little

tight, proved to be a most
enjoyable experience and a
demanding test of golf.
The Nuremore is in the
process of switching over to
a completely new IB-hole
course and, to an extent.
the present 9-hole course is
suffering from an
understandable lack of
attention. However, this did
not take away from the
enjoyment of the opening 9hole 5-club competition on
Friday and the 9-hole

By "Ginger Bunker"

We have come ~o expect
good weather almost as our

ms Swimming
The Irish Building Services
sponsored Swimming
competition was won by
Brian Mulhare with Simon
O'Ryan also figuring
prominently.
BSNews also heard - but
could not verify - that the
"Johnny Weismuller Award"
went to Seamus Morgan.

Thank you sponsors

I look fOiWard to another
raucous riveting repeat next
year. See you then!

Nuremore/
Ardee Golf

As usual, there were four
main prizes for participants
to choose from, in addition
to a whole plethora of other
prizes generously presented
by a wide cross-section of
those from the building
services supply sector.
Main winners were as
follows:Grundfos' Holiday For Two
won by Tom Scott; Tempar's
Mitsubishi 1V won by Con
Stack; Philips Video won by
Lany Kane; Rottenberger's
Crystal Glass table lamp
won by Paddy Clonan.

"Dan Chambers Snooker
Classic" - Sean CarroU
~inner)with organiser/
sponsor Dan Chambers.

"Dan Chambers Snooker
Classic" - Paul Able
(Finalist) with Dan
Chambers.

Obviously, the sponsorship
of those in the supply sector
of the industry contributes
enormously to the success
of the weekend. It would be
impossible because of space
limitations to mention them
all. However, suffice it to
say that everyone is fully
aware of - and of course
appreciative of - their very
generous contribution.
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s part of a major
promotional drive to
increase sales of Irishmade plumbing and heating
products, an exhibition took
place in the Greenhills Hotel,
Ennis Road, Limerick last month.
The exhibition, which featured a
wide range of quality Irish
products in this sector, was
organised by the Irish Goods
Council in association with the
22 participating manufacturers.

A

Major Drive
by Irish
Manufacturers

commercial sales (25%) and
domestic (75%). Price is a big
factor with buyers and the average
number of radiators installed in Irish
homes is six.
Some 45,000 domestic boilers are
sold in Ireland each year and the
market is worth over £10 million.
Gas boilers are the biggest part of
this market and importers are
strongly represented. It is
interesting that while, in most
cases, the installer chooses the
brand, the consumer also
influences the decision.

Plumbing and heating manufacturers for can look
According to Stephen Hughes,
forward to a period of growth, particularly in the Public
Manager, Industrial Department,
Sector. The completion of the Single European Market
Irish Goods Council, it is part of
Central heating pumps is worth an
at the end of next year is also expected to have an
a national marketing drive by
overall stimulating effect on economic and construction estimated £1.5 million a year, with
this sector of Irish industry to
activity.
most products being imported.
increase sales and market share
The continued growth of sectors
by focussing on the quality,
such
as
plumbing and heating is stron I
emitters
is
worth
an
estimated
£18
million
value and competitive merit of the Irish
tied-in
with
both the overall health 0 :J
a
year,
with
steel
radiators
accounting
for
products.
economy and, specifically, the level 0
the major demand. This is a very
"The key categories of the plumbing and
activity in the construction sector. By and
competitive market segment, with most
heating market in Ireland represent annual sales being for first-time installations in
large, the picture is a positive one. Last
sales in excess of £100 million", said Mr
year, the Irish economy experienced
existing or new private houses with the
Hughes. "It is a highly-competitive
broadly-based growth, with some slowing
installer the main specifier. This is a
marketplace in which Irish firms have
down towards the end of the year being
growth market which is increasing at
maintained a strong position by offering
attributed to general uncertainty about the
around 5% per annum.
the best products backed by the best
then-pending Gulf conflict. The latest
service. But there is certainly scope for
The radiator market is divided between
forecasts are for continued steady growth.
winning additional new business by
building on existing reputation and
vigorously marketing Irish products".
He added: ''The industry is not
complacent about competition. Plumbing
imports amount to £20 million annually
and at least 15% of these sales could be
won by Irish manufacturers. In the
industrial heating and related categories,
imports amount to £164 million a year and
there is potential for Irish companies to
secure about £40 million of this.
Marketing activities such as this exhibition
reflect both the industry's commitment and
the level of support for Irish products
among end users and specifiers".

Quality Ceramics: John Byrne, Quality Ceramics with Willie Kernihan, Aer Rianta,
Shannon; Kieran Kilbride, Quality Ceramics; and Neil Kelly, Irish Goods Council.

A recent report values the Irish plumbing
market at £69 million in annual sales.
Almost two-thirds of this is made up of
sales of pipes and fittings. There is
considerable growth potential, especially
in the market for plastic pipes in internal
building services applications, which
hasn't yet started to develop in Ireland.
Other plumbing categories are
sanitaryware, showers and shower
accessories, terminal fittings and water
heaters.
The market for radiators and other heat
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Rom Plastics: Michael Brosnan, Castleisland, Co Kerry with Peter Doolin, Rom
Plastics and Neil Kelly, Irish Goods Council.
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Last year saw increased activity for the
second year running in the building and
construction sector which is showing apattern
of continued expansion. The decline during
the 1980's seem to have levelled off and
annual growth of 3% is forecast for the next
few years.
This augurs well for plumbing and heating
manufacturers for can look forward to a period
of growth, particularly in the Public Sector.
The completion of the Single European Market
at the end of next year is also expected to
have an overall stimulating effect on economic
and construction activity.
Given the competitive nature of the market
(and likely to become even more competitive
post 1992), Irish manufacturers are taking all
steps to maintain their Irish market share,
increase sales further and develop a base for
winning business in the more accessible
m
throughout Europe.
Bu , most Irish companies, export growth
can take place only if there is a solid
consumer base in the home market. In a wide
range of marketing projects, such as the
recent exhibition, Irish plumbing and heating
manufacturers are determined to win the
support of Irish specifiers and end users by
offering the best products, service and value.

Tony Cusack Wilo Pumps with Tony Cronin, Limerick; John Ryan, Managing Director of Wilo Pumps, and Neil
Kelly Irish Goods Council.

Neil Kelly, Irish Goods Council with Paddy Gill, Nenagh, Co Tipperary; Vincent Broderick, Myson; and Morgan
Ryan, Nenagh, Co Tipperary.

Participating
Wilo Pumps - Pumps for bUilding services/all cold water
applications; Kingspan GSP - Pipe insulation/tanks;
Fergus Engineering - Stainless steel flues and
fittings/fabricators; Quality Plastics- "Qualpex" H/D
polythene piping for central heating. Underfloor heating and
hot and cold water systems; Grant Engineering - Gas
and oil boilers/solid fuel back boilers/stoves; Sanbra Fyffe
sh Instantor" compression fittings, GM underground
fi Ings; Sark International- Shower and bath enclosures;
Myson - Manual and thermostatic radiator valves
(domestic and commercial). Motorized zone valves;
Quality Ceramics - Ceramic bathroom suites; ROM
Plastics - Water and oil storage tanks/bins/road
cones/boats; Glotec Holdings - Gas water heating
systems; Bailieboro Foundry - Cast iron baths/litter
bins/bollards/reproduction fire insets; Runtalrad - Central
heating radiators; Wavin Ireland - PVC and polythene
pipes and fittings/cast iron fittings; Carbery Plastics - Oil
storage tanks/wheeliebin refuse collection systems;
Austom - Copper and Thermal insulated
cylinders/boilers/calorifiers/lime fighters; Warner
International- Shower trays (resin bonded) Barlo Heating
- Central heating radiators; Coca Heat/Limerick
Fireplaces - Coal effect gas fires/fireplaces; Midland
International- Shower enclosures/shower cubicle and
overbath screens; MFP Plastics - PVC drainage
systems.
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world-beating yachts for many
years. However, it is a seasonal
business and the company has
been actively seeking a
complementary product line for
some time.

And of course you get a
company wife!... Yes, it's the
latest offering from
Mitsubishi. ..not here in Ireland
mind you ...in Japan.
Apparently, Japanese
executives work so hard that
they find it hard to meet a
suitable spouse.

Now it has found a solution...the
production of textile socks
which can be used as an
alternative for metal ducting,
especially in high-risk cross-line
contamination areas such as
food halls, meat plants, etc.

Mitsubishl, along with a number
of other major Japanese firms,
have responded by introducing
in-house company computer
dating agencies.

0000

The biggest company dating
agency is Mitsubishi's Diamond
Family Club. I kid you not! It
has a success rate of
approximately 100 marriages a
year.

Price List...An Endangered
Species? Where oh where are
the days gone when, if you
wanted specific prices from a
company, you simply asked for
their printed price list?

But it's not a totally free perk.
Mitsubishi charges £200 for a
2-year slot in the dating
computer, plus a further £200 if
a romance leads to an
engagement.

Far too many company
representatives stare blankly at
you if you ask for one today.

What do you think Fergus?
O:l:l::J
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Put a sock in it...That's the
latest ducting solution on offer
from an Irish company whose
principal business activity is
sailing related. McWilliam
Sailmakers in Crosshaven, Co
Cork, have produced sails for

I

The full range of products is
illustrated inside, complete with
easy-to-read technical details
and the relevant prices.
Nice one Roy.
000

CIBSElMEBSCA NuremoreOnce again Nuremore
delivered. There is absolutely
no denying its status as the
premier industry event of the
year.
Those who give so unselfishly of
their time to ensure its smooth
running deseNe every praise.
It was also nice to see quite a
significant number of new faces
- especially younger ones present.
00:1

Mike Sheehan's golf goes to
Of course trading conditions
pot! ... was it ever any other way
have changed, general
11 hear you ask?
circumstances are different, etc,
New arrivals on the home front
etc, but they are no excuse for
have
resulted in sleepless
this glanng shortcoming.
I nights, floor-pacing, etc, etc. It's
Hence, then, my surprise to
wreaked havoc with his golf.
come across the Consolidated
I Welcome to the Club of Real
Pumps' Interdab Price List.
Life Mike!
This IS a professlonallyproduced document, bound in a I Seriously though,
board cover and printed in full
I congratulations to yourself and
colour
Kay.

Christy Kane and Ray Colgan prOViding the entertainment at Newlands Golf Club after the IDHE
annual golf outing.
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Mitsubishi Air Conditioning.
THe power to breathe fresh life
into any buildi~.
are growing twice as fast as

Mitsubishi Electric can

competitive systems.

transform any indoor environment.

The latest technology allows

Our air conditioning systems
offer exceptional performance for

up to 50 units to be controlled

their price.

from one location. And the use of
chargeless refrigerant systems

They provide perfectly comfortable temperatures at all times
of the year. And

we offer an excelare Virtually noise-free and are

makes

particularly compact.

them more

In fact, they protrude only
25mm. into the room.

lent choice of ceiling cassette,
floor standing, wan and ceiling

So it's no surprise our sales

mounted models to match the

world environment.
Talk to Mitsubishi Electric

r:;==~!:=~S~'2==~~~~~about air conditioning.

..

needs of every building.

friendly to the

Anything else is a waste of
breath.

The latest celling cassettes

MITSUBISHI
ELECTRIC
AIR CONDITIONING
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Mitsubishi Electric,
Westem Industrial Estate, Naas Road, Dublin 12.
-.,,,. Telephone: (01) 505007. Fax: (01) 507343.
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters

MANOTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for industrial instruments
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